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a b s t r a c t
A notable feature of the 2002 M w 7.9 Denali, Alaska, earthquake was that a unique set of near-field
seismic ground motion records, at Pump Station 10 (PS10), captured the passage of a supershear rupture
followed by what was surmised to be a secondary slip pulse, ‘Trailing Rayleigh Pulse’ (Dunham and
Archuleta, 2004; Mello et al., 2010). Motivated by the unique features contained in these near-field
ground motion records, which were obtained only 3 km away from the fault, a series of scaled laboratory
earthquake experiments was conducted in an attempt to replicate the dominant features of the PS10
ground motion signatures. Particle velocity records bearing a striking similarity to the Denali ground
motion records are presented and discussed. The success of the comparison opens up the possibility of
routinely generating near source ground motion records in a scaled and controlled laboratory setting that
could be of great societal interest towards assessing seismic hazard from large and potentially devastating
earthquakes.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The nature of near fault ground motion associated with a
large strike-slip earthquake is of great interest to earthquake engineers and to earth scientists alike because there are few observations with which to constrain either empirical or theoretical models (Ellsworth et al., 2004a). The 2002 (M w 7.9) Denali
fault earthquake provided a unique ground motion record close
to the source, at Pump Station 10 about 3 km away from the
fault. Another unique feature was that this station recorded the
passage of a supershear earthquake rupture (earthquake whose
rupture speed exceeds the shear wave speed of the surrounding solid; Rosakis, 2002; Rosakis et al., 2007) providing the only
reliable near-source record of such an event. Supershear ruptures are expected to be more destructive since they manifest
shear shock wave fronts (Rosakis, 2002; Mello et al., 2010). As a
consequence the ground motion associated with supershear ruptures does not attenuate, with distance, as fast as that associated with sub-shear ruptures, sub-Rayleigh in 2D, (Rosakis, 2002;
Dunham and Archuleta, 2005; Das, 2007; Rosakis et al., 2007;
Dunham and Bhat, 2008; Mello et al., 2010). This doubly important nature of the 2002 Denali event recorded at Pump Station 10
has motivated the present study whose purpose was to recreate
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such a record in the laboratory earthquake setup (Xia et al., 2004;
Rosakis et al., 2007; Mello et al., 2010), using carefully constructed
scaling arguments. This opens up the potential to routinely generate near-source strong ground motion records in a controlled
laboratory earthquake setting. In addition to its scientific value,
this study has an important implication for the response and integrity of buildings near a major fault. For example, the probability
of a major earthquake occurring on the southern San Andreas fault
in the next 30 years is considered high, and its effect will be felt by
large population centers in southern California (Field et al., 2009).
This study provides a solid physical framework for generating realistic near-field ground motions.
2. Background
The 2002 (M w 7.9) Denali fault earthquake was the largest
strike-slip rupture to take place on the North American continent
in over 150 years and was comparable in magnitude, if not rupture
length, only to the 1906 (M w 7.8) San Francisco earthquake and
the 1857 (M w 7.9) Fort Tejon earthquake. Its total rupture length of
334 km, average slip of 4.9 m, and maximum slip of 8.8 m, ranks it
amongst the largest shallow-crust earthquakes recorded anywhere
in the world throughout the past two centuries (Haeussler et al.,
2004; Bouchon et al., 2010). Due to its remote location within
south-central Alaska, there was very little damage to modern infrastructure and fortunately no loss of human life. Field evidence
and ground motion data from this event have, however, provided
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Fig. 1. 2002 M w 7.9 Denali fault earthquake surface rupture trace annotated with the kinematic inversion results from Ellsworth et al. (2004b). Inset A shows the Pump
Station 10 particle velocity records from Ellsworth et al. (2004a) and Inset B shows the region of interest for this work. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

seismologists with a rare and extraordinary opportunity to study a
large, shallow crust, strike-slip earthquake, which is in many ways
analogous to the major earthquakes which are known to occur
along the San Andreas fault (Haeussler et al., 2004).
The Denali earthquake rupture initiated along a 40 km-long
segment of the previously unknown Susitna Glacier thrust fault
(Fig. 1). The rupture then transferred to the Denali strike-slip fault
system and propagated 218 km from west to east along the central
Denali fault. The rupture eventually branched off the Denali fault
and stepped over onto the Totschunda fault where it propagated
for an additional 76 km before finally arresting (Haeussler et al.,
2004).
The central Denali fault ruptured beneath the trans-Alaska
pipeline (TAP), which crosses the fault, and is located approximately 85 km east of the earthquake epicenter. Close to the
TAP–Denali fault crossing a set of “celebrated” near-source ground
motion records were obtained at Pump Station 10 (PS10) which
is positioned at 63.424 N, 145.763 W along the TAP and is located just 3 km north of the fault. The accelerometer recording
station at PS10 is part of the accelerograph network operated
by the Alaska Pipeline Service Company. Ellsworth and colleagues
(Ellsworth et al., 2004a, 2004b) conducted a thorough analysis and
calibration of the PS10 instrumentation and re-processed the signals in order to recover the long-period (>10 s) ground motions.
A set of instrument-corrected acceleration, velocity, and displacement time records were obtained and properly rotated into the
fault normal (v y ) and parallel (v x ) directions. The fault parallel,
fault normal, and vertical (v z ) velocity records are depicted in
Fig. 1A.
Forward modeling of the instrument-corrected ground motion
records led (Ellsworth et al., 2004a, 2004b) to conclude that a
supershear burst occurred along a 38 km segment of the fault,
which was nearly centered about PS10. The ground motion records
were best matched by their kinematic model if a normalized subRayleigh rupture speed of V r /C s = 0.65 was assumed over a 67 km
stretch between the epicenter and the point of supershear transi-

tion. It also predicted that the normalized rupture speed jumped
to V r /C s = 1.5 beyond supershear transition and propagated for a
distance of 38 km. This was followed by a decrease to a normalized sub-Rayleigh rupture speed of V r /C s = 0.85 for points beyond
the terminus of the supershear interval (i.e., distances >20 km
east of PS10; see Fig. 1). The synthetic records do a reasonable
job in capturing the general profile of the leading portions of the
FP, FN, and vertical (UP) records although the synthetic vertical
curves tend to over-predict the peak vertical ground velocity. The
biggest shortcoming of the kinematic model was its inability to
capture the prominent secondary pulse in the FN ground motion
record which is shaded in blue in Fig. 1. Nevertheless, the careful
processing of the instrument-corrected PS10 data and the interpretation of these remarkable ground motion records represent a
major seismological finding and the most direct field evidence ever
gathered for the existence of a supershear earthquake rupture. The
existence of supershear ruptures was conclusively demonstrated
in a physical setting in the laboratory earthquake experiments
of Rosakis and his co-workers (Rosakis, 2002; Xia et al., 2004;
Rosakis et al., 2007) but the Pump Station 10 observations provide one of the most reliable field evidence to their occurrence in
the earth’s crust.
The numerical investigations of Dunham and Archuleta (2004)
noted specific features in the PS10 ground motion records, which
they identified as characteristic ground motion signatures of a supershear earthquake rupture. The first unique feature of note involves the existence of a fault parallel (FP) velocity pulse which
is approximately 1.5× greater in magnitude than the corresponding fault normal (FN) velocity pulse. The second unique feature is
the existence of pronounced velocity swings following the main
rupture pulse in the FN record, which (Ellsworth et al., 2004b)
was unable to replicate using a simple kinematic model. Dunham
and Archuleta (2004) reasoned that the secondary pulses in the
FN record resulted from rupture acceleration during the supershear transition and the release of Rayleigh waves during this
phase which combine to produce a secondary slip-pulse. This pulse
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Fig. 2. (A) Schematic of the 3D laboratory specimen hosting a dynamic earthquake rupture along a fault. (B) The region of interest around laboratory station, (xL , y L ),
corresponding to the region depicted in Fig. 1B. (C) Mosaic image of the fault surface depicting the 3D fault geometry. The vertical scale is exaggerated. R corresponds to a
root mean squared roughness measure of the bead blasted and polished regions.

trails the primary supershear rupture and propagates at around
the Rayleigh wave speed. We will henceforth call this secondary
pulse the ‘Trailing Rayleigh Pulse’. Both these unique features were
confirmed by them using a spontaneous dynamic rupture propagation model which incorporated a slip weakening friction law with
a built-in healing mechanism (Nielsen and Carlson, 2000).
Motivated by the success of the dynamic simulations and the
physically based interpretation of the secondary slip-pulse, an attempt was made to replicate the most striking features of the PS10
records using the laboratory earthquake arrangement (Xia et al.,
2004; Rosakis et al., 2007; Mello et al., 2010). The region of interest that will be modeled experimentally is shown in Fig. 1B.
This is an ideal setting because, unlike spontaneous dynamic rupture models, the governing friction law of the interface is naturally
’built-in’ and has been shown to have similar features as those for
crustal rocks (Rosakis et al., 2007; Lu, 2009).
3. Laboratory earthquake setup
Laboratory earthquake experiments were conducted using
200 mm × 200 mm × 12.5 mm (nominal thickness) Homalite-100
specimen assemblies featuring a 3D fault geometry and a fault oriented at Ψ = 64◦ with respect to the direction of the compressive
principal stress (Fig. 2A, B). Fig. 2C shows specific details of the
new 3D specimen fault geometry. This geometry is a 3D extension
of the 2D geometry used in past laboratory earthquake studies (Xia
et al., 2004; Rosakis et al., 2007). The fault segment to the left of
the nucleation site corresponds to a 25 mm × 12.5 mm interface
formed by two polished surfaces. The intent is to inhibit rupture
propagation to the left through contact bonding of the flat polished
surfaces of a short fault segment under the applied static compressive load. The 39 mm roughened fault segment to the right of
the polished section provides lower frictional resistance than the
polished section and is referred to as the nucleation and rupture
transition zone. A NiCr filament channel is milled within 0.5 mm
of the boundary between the short polished segment and the nu-

cleation patch on the roughened side of the boundary. A sudden
discharge of current through the wire, fluidizes it resulting in a
local reduction of normal stress which leads to the nucleation
and propagation of an unstable dynamic rupture (Xia et al., 2004;
Rosakis et al., 2007). The coordinates ( L T , 0) = (39, 0) mm correspond to a point on the surface of the specimen, at the end
of the nucleation patch, where the roughened portion of the
fault is abruptly reduced in width from 12.5 mm to 4.5 mm as
depicted in Fig. 2C. At the transition location, ( L T , 0), a stress
concentration develops, under applied load. This stress perturbation allows a sub-Rayleigh rupture to accelerate to supershear
speed (Dunham et al., 2003; Liu and Lapusta, 2008). The polished
part of the fault (of width 8 mm), situated below the roughened part, has a higher frictional resistance and is expected to
adhere under an applied static compressive load. The roughened
frictional part (top) is meant to mimic the brittle upper crust
where earthquakes are typically hosted. The polished bottom part
represents the ductile part of the crust which remains essentially
locked during an earthquake rupture. A reflective tape strip used
to enable the particle velocity measurements (Lu et al., 2007;
Mello et al., 2010) was positioned with its lower-right corner at
the scaled PS10 location (x L , y L ). The laboratory station coordinates, denoted by the superscript L, will be determined in the next
section. The results from several experiments conducted in advance were also used to estimate that a critical load σ1 > 30 MPa
is required to trigger a supershear rupture at the desired location
(x = L T ).
The scaled PS10 supershear experiment was conducted under
a static compressive load of σ1 = 31 MPa. Three laser interferometer probe beams were focused on the measurement station
at (x L , y L ) in order to simultaneously monitor the fault parallel
(v x ), fault normal (v y ), and vertical (v z ) particle velocity components at this location. Synchronized, high-speed photoelastic images (where the fringes correspond to contours of maximum shear
stress change in the medium), obtained every few microseconds,
were simultaneously acquired in order to obtain a spatially re-
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solved, full field view of the dynamic event (Xia et al., 2004;
Mello et al., 2010).

yD

4. Development of a scaling relationship
To develop a reasonable scaling argument to reproduce the
PS10 record we address the following three questions. One, what
is the appropriate temporal scaling that will translate the laboratory station record (a few 10’s of micro-seconds in duration) to the
PS10 records (a few 10’s of seconds in duration). Two, what is the
corresponding location of the laboratory station that would ideally
represent the spatial location of PS10 with respect to the Denali
fault. Three, what is the appropriate amplitude scaling that would
match at least the peak particle velocities of PS10 with the laboratory station.
The simplest scaling argument would be to use the along-strike
distance between the station and the supershear transition point,
x − L T . Temporal scaling could then be obtained by (x − L T )/C s ,
where C s is the shear wave speed. Spatial scaling could then have
been achieved by shrinking uniformly from the Denali scale to the
lab scale while maintaining some aspect ratio. This would be a
valid scaling argument had the rupture been governed by a solitary
pulse as opposed to two closely spaced pulses (supershear rupture pulse and the trailing Rayleigh pulse). Since the elastic wave
speeds, or to be precise the difference in the elastic wave speeds,
is different for Denali and the laboratory material, Homalite, this
would result in different arrival times of the main supershear pulse
and the trailing Rayleigh pulse. Therefore, to obtain a scaled record
that could be overlapped with the PS10 record one needs to find
the right station in the laboratory so that the temporal spacing
between the two pulses (supershear and trailing Rayleigh) was
reproduced with good fidelity. To achieve this we develop the following scaling argument.
The temporal scale is established by the ratio of the temporal width of the trailing Rayleigh pulse portion of the laboratory
fault normal (v y ) record, #t RL , and the corresponding temporal
width of the trailing Rayleigh pulse of the actual PS10 fault normal (v y ) ground motion record, #t RD . The superscripts L and D
denote ‘Laboratory’ and ‘Denali’ records respectively. The temporal scaling factor can then be used to stretch one trailing Rayleigh
pulse signature onto the other and vice versa. This approach requires confidence in the repeatability of the temporal width of the
trailing Rayleigh pulse obtained, at the same location, in the experiments. Indeed this is found to be quite repeatable provided that
specimen preparation procedures and all other critical test conditions remained unchanged. Repeated experiments have yielded a
temporal width for the trailing Rayleigh pulse portion of the fault
normal record, #t RL , of 17.8 µs. The corresponding temporal width
of the trailing Rayleigh pulse portion of the fault normal Denali
PS10 record, #t RD is 6.9 s. Consequently, the temporal scaling factor is therefore, S T = #t RD /#t RL = 3.87 × 105 .
Spatial scaling is achieved by solving for a laboratory station
position that would give the same difference in arrival times of the
main supershear pulse and the secondary trailing Rayleigh pulse at
L
D
the laboratory station, #t SS
, R , and the PS10, #t SS, R , after temporal
L
#t SS
,R

D
#t SS
,R / S T

scaling i.e.
=
= 10.3 µs. As shown in the supplementary material, the solution to this analytical problem in fact
leads to a family of stations, (x, y), described by:

y = x tan β − L ∗

relative to the supershear transition location, (x − L T ), remain the
same i.e.

(1)

where tan β and L ∗ will be defined shortly.
Additional geometric scaling is imposed in order to further constrain the infinite set of stations given by Eq. (1). It is assumed
that in both cases, Laboratory and Denali, the ratio, S L , of the fault
normal coordinate of the station, y, to the fault parallel distance

(x D −

L TD )

=

3 km
18 km

yL

=

(xL − L TL )

= SL

(2)

The distances used in calculating the above for PS10 were obtained
from Ellsworth et al. (2004a). Substituting the geometric constraint
given by Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) yields the PS10 equivalent coordinates
on the surface of the laboratory earthquake test specimen.
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L
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#

C sL
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$ 2 &− 1

(4)

Here C R is the Rayleigh wave speed (C R ≈ 0.92C s ), C s is the shear
wave speed, V r is the supershear rupture speed (V r ! C s ) and
L T is the transition length which is the distance traveled by the
sub-Rayleigh rupture before transitioning to supershear speed. In
D
implementing Eqs. (3), (4) one needs S L and #t SS
, R from PS10
record (or any equivalent station), S T from PS10 record and prior
knowledge of the width of the trailing Rayleigh pulse in the laboratory experiments. To finally compute (x L , y L ) for a particular
experimental design, one needs to further set L T .
Substituting into Eqs. (3), (4) C sL = 1.28 mm/µs, L TL = 39 mm,
C RL = 0.92C sL and V rL = 1.7C s , one obtains (x L , y L ) = (57, 3) mm.
Note that the parameters for L TL (Laboratory) is set a priori by design and that V r ≈ 1.7C s is determined from experimental trials,
held under same initial stress and friction states, prior to converging on the final experiment, which is then scaled.
Once the observation station is set and experimental records
are obtained they are then subjected to temporal scaling using the
relation, t scaled = t L × S T . The spatial scaling and geometric constraint used to design the experiment automatically ensures that
the arrival times of the supershear and trailing sub-Rayleigh ruptures in the scaled laboratory record will coincide with the arrival
times of the equivalent features in the actual PS10 ground motion
record.
As a final step, the particle velocity magnitudes are scaled by
the peak to peak swing in the trailing Rayleigh pulse part of the
record. Based on the steady-state slip-pulse models of Rice et al.
(2005), Dunham and Archuleta (2005), Samudrala et al. (2002) the
proper non-dimensionalized representation of the velocity field in
a medium hosting a slip pulse of length L with a process zone of
size R is given by

v

#

x y

,

L L

$

= v̂o F

#

where v̂o = C s

x y R Vr

, ,

L L

L

(τ p − τr )

µ

,

Cs

$
(5)

where µ is the shear modulus, τ p − τr is the strength drop, C s is
the shear wave speed and v is the in-plane particle velocity vector.
This universal feature applies to all elastodynamic rupture models. For a class of models utilizing slip/distance weakening (Rice
et al., 2005; Dunham and Archuleta, 2005) and velocity weakening (Samudrala et al., 2002) the actual functional form of F can
be obtained analytically. A typical value for the shear modulus of
crustal rock is 30 GPa, while the corresponding value for Homalite100 is 1.96 GPa. At mid-seismogenic depths (around 7 km) the
normal stress σ is estimated to be of the order of 100 MPa. If
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Fig. 3. (A)–(E) Photoelastic images acquired at various stages of the experiment. (F) Schematic explanation of the photoelastic images. SS stands for supershear and TR for
trailing Rayleigh. The fringes in the photo elastic images correspond to contours of maximum shear stress induced by the propagating rupture. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

a Coulomb-like friction relation is assumed (τ = f σ , where f is
the friction coeﬃcient and σ is the normal stress), then assuming
f p = 0.6 and f r = 0.2, a strength drop on the order of 40 MPa is
obtained for crustal rock. Assuming C s for crustal rocks is 3.5 km/s
the value of the velocity amplitude, v̂o , for rock is 4.67. A typical strength drop in laboratory earthquake experiments is about
7 MPa (assuming a principal stress magnitude of 31 MPa), giving a
value of v̂o close to 4.57, while reasonably assuming R / L and v r /c s
are similar for rupture in Homalite-100 and crustal rock. It stands
to reason therefore, that the particle velocity records obtained in
laboratory earthquake experiments should be comparable to the
magnitude of ground motion velocities measured in natural earth-

quakes and thus can be adjusted moderately to match the PS10
record. As stated earlier the actual adjustment is done by using
the peak to peak swing of the trailing Rayleigh pulse part of the
record.
5. Experimental results
The photoelastic image sequence in Fig. 3 provides a spatiallyresolved, frame-by-frame view of the scaled PS10 supershear experiment. The stationary dark, circular caustic zone at (39, 0) mm,
indicated in Figs. 3A and C–E, corresponds to the stress concentration at the boundary between the roughened and polished
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Fig. 4. Scaled laboratory station records compared with the Denali Pump Station 10
record.

(locked) fault segments. The long cylindrical shadow seen in each
of the image frames was produced by the side exit probe, which
was used to direct the vertical laser interferometer probe beam
to the measurement station at (57, 3) mm. Figs. 3A, B depict
the sub-Rayleigh rupture as it encountered the boundary of the
locked fault segment. The increased diameter of the caustic zone
at (39, 0) mm reveals a stress build-up which occurred as the
advancing sub-Rayleigh rupture field was superimposed upon the
pre-existing static stress field at the boundary of the locked fault
segment. A supershear transition was triggered by the locked fault
segment, which acted as a high-strength barrier, or, alternatively,
as a patch of higher pre-stress (Dunham et al., 2003). The observed supershear transition in the scaled PS10 experiment is notably different than the classical Burridge–Andrews (Rosakis, 2002;
Rosakis et al., 2007) type transition mechanism since this transition is artificially induced. Well-formed shear Mach/shock fronts
are clearly visible in Figs. 3D, E. The appearance of two shear Mach
fronts indicates regions of high gradients in slip velocity traveling
with the rupture tip. For a perfect slip pulse these two regions correspond to the leading and the healing edges of the slip pulse. The
image frames also capture the trailing Rayleigh pulse, TR, rupture
as it sweeps across the off-fault station at (57, 3) mm. The location
of TR is indicated in Figs. 3C–E.
The particle velocity records obtained from this experiment are
shown in Fig. 3F and Fig. 4. The leading portions of all three of
the particle velocity records are dominated by the fault parallel record, as expected to be generated by √
a supershear rupture
2c s (Rosakis, 2002;
front propagating at a speed in excess of
Mello et al., 2010). Also, the fault parallel component features a
pronounced double peak at about 50 µs. The first velocity peak
is attributed to the leading dilatational field lobe, which encircles
the supershear rupture tip (Mello et al., 2010). The second velocity peak which follows immediately is accurately correlated to the
arrival of the shear Mach front. The fault parallel signal eventually reaches a steady sliding value of around 2 m/s resulting in a
crack-like rupture unlike the Denali event. The fault normal signal also features a strong trailing Rayleigh pulse, shaded in blue in
Fig. 3F, which follows immediately after the passage of the shear
Mach cone peak. The arrival of this strong pulse is very well correlated with the visual evidence of the arrival of the trailing Rayleigh
pulse fringe concentration at the measuring station (Figs. 3D, E).
Fig. 4 shows the comparison between the scaled laboratory
ground motion records, using the scaling arguments developed earlier, and the actual Denali PS10 ground motion records. Each point
labeled A ′ –H ′ in the laboratory particle velocity records has a corresponding point A–H in the PS10 ground motion records and vice

versa. Apart from the fact that the experimental record is cracklike, the scaled records match up remarkably well with the PS10
ground motion records and capture all of the prominent signatures. The other remarkable observation is the consistency in the
polarity of the laboratory velocity records when compared with
the PS10 records. The dominance of the fault parallel component
over the fault normal component ( A vs. B) and ( A ′ vs. B ′ ) is observed in the early portion of the experimental records although
the exact level of 1.5× ratio exhibited by the PS10 records was
not captured by the experimental records. Note that the PS10 fault
parallel record does not exhibit a dilatational field peak prior to
the arrival of the shear Mach front. This could be attributed to the
fact that the lab experiment is still largely 2D-like in that there is
no significant spatial variation of the rupture through depth. This
point is bolstered by the results of the dynamic 3D calculations by
Dunham and Archuleta (2004) which do not distinguish between
the leading dilatational field and the shear Mach front. The experimental fault normal record also exhibits some striking similarities
with the corresponding PS10 record between the points labeled
C ′ → D ′ → E ′ in the laboratory FN record and the corresponding
velocity swings spanning from C → D → E in the PS10 FN ground
motion record. The magnitude of the relative velocity swings between C ′ → D ′ and C → D were forced to match as part of the
scaling process. This then established the amplitude scaling which
was applied to the fault parallel and vertical records. As noted by
Dunham and Archuleta (2004) the almost antisymmetric nature of
this part of the record at PS10 reveals that the trailing Rayleigh
disturbance was pulse-like. However, since a crack-like rupture resulted in the experiment, the trailing Rayleigh disturbance failed
to completely heal and hence the record is not purely antisymmetric. Nevertheless, the result captures the same general features
and sense of motion observed in the corresponding portion of the
PS10 fault normal ground motion record, and provides strong experimental confirmation that this portion of the PS10 record was
indeed attributed to the passage of a trailing Rayleigh pulse. There
is also a very nice match between the vertical record obtained in
the laboratory earthquake spanning between the points F ′ → H ′ .
and the PS10 ground motion record spanning the interval defined
by between the points labeled F → H .
Bizzarri et al. (2010) noted that there was no elevation of the
5% damped response spectral accelerations in the period band
0.05–0.4 s compared to the spectral acceleration observed at nonMach pulse stations for earthquakes that went supershear (except
for a small subset of Imperial Valley stations). To check if this
is observed in the laboratory experiments we also calculate the
Fourier amplitude spectra (FAS) of the velocity amplitude for both
the Denali Pump Station 10 record and scaled laboratory particle
velocities record. To make proper comparison between the PS10
and the scaled laboratory velocity records we first resampled the
scaled laboratory record at the PS10 sampling rate (100 Hz) and
then applied half-cosine taper to the last 10% of the signal. The
results (frequency range between 0.01 and 20 Hz) are shown in
Fig. 5. First of all we note that the fault normal (FN) spectra are
remarkably similar as expected because of similar rise times of
the significant pulses (B , C , D) in the PS10 record and the scaled
record (B ′ , C ′ , D ′ ). The modest difference in the vertical (V) record
is mainly due to the fact that the significant pulses in the lab
record (F ′ , G ′ , H ′ ) have sharper peaks than their counterparts in
the PS10 record (F , G , H ).
The biggest difference is seen in the fault parallel (FP) record
around 2.5 Hz, and beyond, as noted by Bizzarri et al. (2010). The
significant difference here is clearly the lack of the precursory di⃗ · v⃗ like motion)
latational field (part of the velocity field carrying ∇
in the PS10 record. We note that this field actually represents the
volumetric strain rate (first invariant of the strain rate tensor) i.e.
⃗ · v⃗ = ε̇xx + ε̇ y y + ε̇zz . In the supershear regime even though the
∇
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Fig. 5. Fourier amplitude spectra (FAS) of the Denali Pump Station 10 record and scaled laboratory particle velocities.

dilatational wave field is not being shocked it is approaching conditions close to it and consequently variations in the volumetric
strain rate increases quite dramatically. In soils and brittle materials, like rocks, this, possibly dynamic, variations in volumetric
strain rates will invariably lead to non-linear response (in soils)
or comminution (in rocks). We strongly suspect this is the reason
why this dilatational field was never recorded at PS10 and hence
the lack of elevation of the 5% damped response spectral accelerations in the period band 0.05–0.4 s.
Nevertheless, the fact that scaled dynamic rupture experiments
in brittle polymeric surrogates are capable of qualitatively reproducing all the significant features of the PS10 record is simply
remarkable. It suggests that at near-source distances the strong
singular elastodynamic nature of both the supershear and the trailing Rayleigh pulses swamp the near-source velocity field and the
inherent inhomogeneities of the earth’s crust do not contribute
much to the dominant features of the ground motion.
The laboratory earthquake and the near-fault measurements
presented here should thus be viewed as faithful physical analogs
to the Denali event and to the resulting PS10 ground motion
records. The overall goal was to reproduce the supershear portion
of the Denali rupture in a controlled and repeatable laboratory
setting to capture the prominent supershear ground motion signatures and to offer a strong physical basis for the design of the
experiment and the interpretation of the results. All of this was
possible over 6 orders of magnitude of length scale difference between the field and the experiment. Viewed from this perspective,
the analog experiments were quite successful in capturing the field
reality and have performed better in many respects to the best
available forward and direct numerical modeling attempts offered
up to this time. The success of this approach establishes controlled,
scalable experiments as credible physical analogues to field events
and demonstrates their value in routinely investigating near-field
ground shaking signatures in the laboratory. The lack of dense
enough near-source ground motion records makes their potential
value only stronger.
The direct practical consequence of the above observations are
that a near field station will first experience the primary fault
parallel (FP) shaking due to the arrival of the supershear rupture
fields, followed by a primary fault normal (FN) shaking linked to
the trailing Rayleigh pulse. Structures located near a fault hosting such a transition will effectively experience two separate,
closely timed earthquake events characterized by different forms
of ground-shaking (one dominated by the fault parallel component
and the other by the fault normal component). The timing between
these two occurrences will depend on the location of the near field
station relative to the point of sub-Rayleigh-to-supershear transition. Indeed, in the future, we envision the use of such analogue
experiments and scaling arguments in providing accurate and scal-

able ground shaking records to be used as inputs to large scale
structural integrity calculations in assessing the seismic hazard of
realistic buildings.
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1. Development of the Scaling Relationship
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Figure 1: Problem Geometry

Consider the problem geometry shown in Fig. 1. We have a fault (horizontal straight line) where the rupture
nucleates at the origin and transitions to supershear speed at x = LT . The station is located at (x, y). Let Vr (x) be the
rupture velocity history on the fault where Vr (x) < CR , the Rayleigh wave speed, for x < LT and Vr (x) > Cs , the shear
wave speed, for x LT . Then the time taken for the rupture to arrive at (x, 0) is simply:
Z LT
0

dx
+
Vr,SR (x)

Z x

LT

dx
Vr,SS (x)

(1)

We have intentionally written the integral in the above form so that the sub-Rayleigh (SR) and the supershear (SS)
parts of the rupture are separated.
By the time the rupture arrives at (x, 0) it is already supershear and has a Mach front associated with it. Assuming
that the rupture speed is constant after transition, the Mach front is straight and the speed of the normal to the Mach
front is the shear wave speed, Cs (see figure above). As an aside, note that if the rupture front accelerates or decelerates
the Mach front is convex or concave respectively and the speed of the normal to the local tangent of the Mach front
is still the shear wave speed. Thus the time taken for the Mach front to reach the station is simply y cos q /Cs where
sin q = Cs /Vr,SS . Thus the time taken for the main rupture information to reach the station, tSS , is given by
tSS =

Z LT
0

dx
x LT y cos q
+
+
Vr,SR (x)
Vr,SS
Cs

(2)

Lets now consider the time taken for the trailing Rayleigh pulse of a supershear rupture to arrive at the station.
We can imagine that this pulse existed from the nucleation site and traveled at the speed of the main rupture until
transition point. From here on this pulse travelled exactly at the Rayleigh wave speed, CR . Also, lets assume that if
the station is close to the fault then the pulse arrives at (x, 0) and the station (x, y) simultaneously i.e. the time taken
for this pulse to arrive at the station (x, y) is equal to the time taken for it to propagate along the fault to a location that
corresponds to the projection of the station on the fault plane, (x, 0). Thus the time taken for this pulse to reach the
station (x, y), tR , is,
tR =

Z LT
0

dx
+
Vr,SR (x)

Z x
dx
LT

CR
1

=

Z LT
0

dx
x LT
+
Vr,SR (x)
CR

(3)

Hence, the difference in the rupture arrival time and the Rayleigh pulse arrival time, DtSS,R = tR
s
x LT x LT
y
Cs2
DtSS,R =
1
2
CR
Vr,SS
Cs
Vr,SS

tSS , is given by
(4)

q
2 . From here on we will drop the subscript SS and simply denote the supershear rupture
where cos q = 1 Cs2 /Vr,SS
velocity by Vr . Solving for x we obtain,
s
✓
◆
Cs2 Cs Cs 1
x = LT +Cs DtSS,R + y 1
(5)
Vr2 CR Vr
Define the following quantities,
tan b
L⇤

=

✓

Cs
CR

Cs
Vr

◆

1

Cs2
Vr2

!

1/2

= (LT +Cs DtSS,R ) tan b

(6)

Rearranging eqn. (5) and using eqn. (6) we get a linear relationship between x and y which is the locus of stations that
give the same DtSS,R given by
y = x tan b L⇤
(7)
This locus consists of a pair of straight lines inclined at an angle ±b and intersecting the fault at LT +Cs DtSS,R (See
Station (x,y)

Transition (LT,0)
Nucleation (0,0)

Figure 2: Locus of stations with the same DtSS,R assuming a fixed transition length and constant supershear rupture velocity. b is defined in
eqn. (6).

Fig. 2). To further constrain the above solutions we impose that geometric scaling is retained. It is assumed that
in both cases, Laboratory and Denali, the ratio of the fault normal co-ordinate of the station, y, to the fault parallel
distance relative to the supershear transition location, (x LT ), remain the same. That is
yD
(xD

LTD )

=

3 km
yL
= L
= SL
18 km (x
LTL )

(8)

Here the superscripts D and L correspond to the Denali Pump Station 10 (PS10) and the Laboratory Station respectively. Solving the above equation with the equation for the locus, eqn. (7), we get the co-ordinates for the
experimental station.
xL =

L⇤L LTL SL
; yL = SL (xL
tan b L SL

2

LTL )

(9)

where
L⇤L
tan b

L

L
= (LTL +CsL DtSS,R
) tan b L
✓ L
◆"
✓ L ◆2 #
Cs CsL
Cs
=
1
L
L
CR Vr
VrL

1

(10)

To be very precise the above expressions determine a geometrically equivalent station, in terms of the arrival times
of the rupture and the trailing Rayleigh, in a medium with different elastic properties than typical rock. One needs to
know, a priori, the transition length, LTL , for the experiment (often set by a far field load level or by seeding transition
L .
by a stress perturbation) and the difference in the arrival time, DtSS,R
L
The transition length in the laboratory is known as it is constructed by design. To determine DtSS,R
we make
the following temporal scaling argument. We start from the Denali PS10 record which provides the equivalent time
D . This is now scaled temporally by ensuring that the trailing Rayleigh signature in the laboratory
difference, DtSS,R
experiment would match the same in the Denali PS10 record when multiplied by an appropriate temporal scaling
factor. This requires some confidence in the constancy of the temporal width of the trailing Rayleigh signature, DtRL ,
in the experiments. We determine DtRL to be 17.8µs based on a series of past experiments which indeed show trailing
Rayleigh pulses of a remarkably consistent width at near fault distances. Figure 3F of the main text indeed confirms
a trailing Rayleigh pulse (shaded in blue) width of 17.8 µs as stated above. The corresponding value for Denali PS10
record, DtRD is 6.9s. Thus the temporal scaling factor, ST , is
ST =

DtRD
6.9s
=
= 3.87 ⇥ 105
17.8µs
DtRL

(11)

L
We can now use this temporal scaling factor to determine DtSS,R
based on the corresponding value for Denali PS10
L
D
i.e. DtSS,R = DtSS,R /ST . Substituting this into first equation of eqn. (10) one now obtains,

L⇤L

=

LTL

D
CsL DtSS,R
+
ST

!

tan b L

(12)

Substituting this into eqn. (9) along with LTL = 39mm, CsL = 1.28km/s, CRL = 0.92CsL and VrL = 1.7Cs one obtains
(xL , yL ) = (57, 3)mm. Once the experimental records are obtained they are then subjected to temporal scaling using
the relation, t scaled = t L ⇥ ST .
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